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Editorial musings
Welcome to the latest hot off the press,
redesigned Take In, the newsletter of the
Peterborough Mountaineering Club.
I hope you will enjoy our latest offering, which
includes articles by Dave Pinion,
remembering his adventures and particularly
those special (magic) moments that make it
all worth while.
Rob Woodall tells tales of Mexican volcanoes
and Alastair Dann relates the story of trying
out nice shiny new gear on his first ever winter
climb.
A chance to exercise your grey matter with
Clives Conundrums -(no cheating- answers
provided later)!
Finally Beccy Bolton Knight regales us with
the exploits of the bouldering mecca of
Fontainebleau last year in an attempt to entice
you all to join with her on this years trip!
Don’t forget to partake of the delights of our
regular cottage meets in north wales where
company is bound to be convivial even if the
weather isn’t!

magic Moments- Dave pinion

27th October 2012. We started walking in the dark with the vague
notion of getting to the top of Pillar for the sunrise. I was some
distance in front and having the deserted summit to myself, in the early
morning light, with the Lakeland Fells all around was pure pleasure,
glorious. It felt like an epiphany, and it was, as later that day I would
receive confirmation that my request for early retirement from work had
been approved, my last working day would be 30th November 2012,
and I decided that I would do the 214 Wainwrights. Magic!

Pillar at dawn.

2013. Deciding to do the Wainwrights was easy, but I had not
walked regularly for 30 years and was unfit, without any recent
mountain experience (none solo), and only just about adequately
kitted out for the Lake District in summer, so I started with some
easier fells in the northern Lakes using Clive’s cottage as a base. I
was joined a few times by Malc (Flatt) and we had an epic day on
rain lashed High Street, some excellent scrambles on St Sunday
Crag (walking with Malc always seems to involve exposure), a
bizarre scramble up spagnum moss on the Fisher Wife’s Rake and a
less than pleasurable wade across a river that came over my
gaiters and filled my boots, followed by four squelchy miles along
a road in the dark. The 30 peak-less years rolled away and by the
end of 2013 I had regained some fitness, some confidence and a
very little competence, but I was nudging halfway at 86. Magic!
2014. I thought I was making good progress but my hit rate went
exponential thanks to a couple of trips with Miles (Goff).
“Walking” with Miles always seems to involve running, and some
trips also involved a lot of cups of tea. We had “pooled” our
common uncompleted Wainwrights and each days plan would
usually involve an afternoon and a morning session of bagging with
a rehydration (tea) break in between. One of these stops was most
memorable. Parking a car in Grasmere can be difficult, but we
found a hotel with a large empty carpark, wandered into
reception, and asked if we could have some tea, “of course, it’s
over there, help yourselves” said the girl pointing to a table
loaded with tea making equipment. Bit odd we thought, but we
gratefully did so. As we imbibed our tea and munched ginger nuts,
we began to notice a few more odd things about the place, like all
the chair seats were covered in plastic (incontinence protection?),
the folk in the garden were all engaged in genteel activities such
as painting and reading, and the ones walking past looked a bit
dazed (sedated?) and appeared surprised to see us. Teas finished,
we approached reception again and asked “how much?”, “Nothing”
said the girl. “Thanks very much” we said. Very strange! With a
growing concern that an attempt to

leave might be thwarted by men in white jackets, we sped
back to the car. As we drove past the front of the building, a
large sign said “Quaker Meeting House”!! Must go back and
make a donation sometime. Magic!

Miles
after a
futile
attempt
to keep
up with
me (ha
ha).

25th March 2015. Yet again I nearly slide down a man sized gap
between the large slippery snow covered boulders that fill the valley
bottom, and visions of a withered corpse being discovered in the
spring thaw finally push the pointer of my fright-o-meter into the turnback zone. I set a reciprocal course. A great pity because the
weather is excellent, but I’m not experienced in Scottish winter
conditions, and I’m solo. As I retrace my lonely looking footprints
through the snow, four serious looking walkers appear from over the
rise, and we all stop to talk. I confess that I have been spooked by
the slippery boulders ahead, and they kindly reassure me that had
they found me down a gap between the rocks, they would have
rescued my gear (what nice chaps)! We then establish that their car
is parked next to mine (the only two in the car park), their objective the
same as I had intended, and they invite me to join them. Reciprocal
course number 2! In company the slippery boulders lose their menace
and my day becomes memorable for all the right reasons. The
boulders are in the Chalamain Gap, and the objective is Braeriach
(1296m) my 4th Munro. We emerge from the Gap, cross the great
fissure of the Lairig Ghru and start up the snowy north ridge of Sron
na Lairige, a Munro top (1184m) east of Braeriach.

The ridge runs up to the large whaleback offering ever more
impressive views of the Lairig Ghru and the surrounding mountains.
We have a quick bite to eat on the south shoulder of Sron na Lairige
before dropping down to a bealach and starting the ascent of
Braeriach itself. The sun is still shining although clouds are blowing
over Braeriach summit as we arrive, adding to the atmosphere.

Braeriach

The views are stunning, snow covered mountains in all directions as
far as the eye can see – one of the amazing things about Scotland,
never ending mountains! My companions point out some Munros –
Cairn Gorm, Ben Macdui, Cairn Toul, The Angel’s Peak Sgor Gaioth,
and the distant Creagh Meagaidh. I admire their knowledge although most of these names are familiar, I could not assign them to
any but the first two hills. Time is pressing (1400) and feeling very
satisfied, we return to our cars arriving about 6pm. After much
shaking of hands and many thanks all round, we say goodbye. What
a great day it’s been. Magic!

Lairig GhruTowards Creagh
Meagaidh

11th June 2014. The air is still, the sun is shining, the sky is blue
and it is pleasantly warm. Where else could we be but the Cuillin
Ridge? We had departed from the Glenn Brittle Hostel and
ascended to the ridge via Sron na Ciche and had a second
breakfast on Sgurr Alasdair (992m) basking in the sun whilst Malc
phoned his travel agent to book a flight home from Costa Rica for
his daughter Eleanor. We scrambled down to the Great Stone
Cute and up to the main south-north Cuillin Ridge. Unable to find
the route down to the col between Sgurr Thearlaich and Sgurr
Mhic Choinnich we backtracked to the Great Stone Chute and
traversed around the base of Sgurr Thearlaich and climbed up
toup to the fabulous Collie’s Ledge and eventually the summit of
Sgurr Mhic Choinnich (948m). From there we headed north
again to our last objective for the day – Sgurr Dhearg, and the
Inaccessible Pinnacle (986m – so that’s what the In Pin is!)..

Me
arriving
at the
top of
the In
Pin,
Sgurr
Alasdair
behind.

Malc led and brought me up. It was brilliant. Fantastic
exposure, wonderful views. I even enjoyed the abseil down
the other side. Wearily, but fulfilled, we descended back to
Glenn Brittle. Magic.

Malc posing
on Sgurr
Sgumain,
distant In
Pin behind.

December 2015.
After three
cancelled trips due
to bad weather I
have hung the boots
up until the New
Year. What a
brilliant year it has
been, 48 Munros in
total, all great days
out, and many, just
sublime. Magic!!

Malc
abbing
off the In
Pin.

Three Baja Ultras, Mexico, November
2015 - Rob Woodall tells the story.

Mexico’s 26 ultraprominence peaks. I’m
halfway there...

The title begs a couple of questions. Ultras are peaks with at
least 1500 metres of re-ascent on all sides. By comparison, the
ever-popular Nuttalls (2000 footers of England and Wales) have
15m drop on all sides. Marilyns have 150m drop. Ultras have
1500m. So the UK doesn’t have a single ultra (Ben Nevis is a
mere 1344m). Europe has about 100, of which just under half
are in the Alps and just a handful are 4000m peaks.
Baja California is the dangly part of Mexico, on its Pacific side.
Conveniently just over the border from California the US state,
very safe by Mexican standards and popular with Americans,
who typically fly down to Cabo for a week on the beach, thereby
missing a nice scenic drive and some fine peaks. The Baja
peninsula has 3 of Mexico’s 26 Ultras and we reckoned they’d
make a nice 1 week project.

We’re a group of four. I know Duane (WA) and Laura (CA) well but
it’s my first time hiking with James. He has a 4x4 pickup truck, and is
fearsomely well organised (being a medical planner with the US
Navy). Sat pm we meet at his naval base near San Diego, drive across
the border and around midnight find a layby to camp in, about an hour
from our first trailhead.
Picacho del Diablo, the Devil’s Peak, has a rugged
reputation. Duane and Laura bagged it last year in 3
days and don’t seem keen on a revisit; it’s once been
done in a (tough!) 14-hour day; James and I have
allotted 2 days. Bagging a couple of permits, we set
off just before 0900. There’s a nice trail through
sandy woodland, climbing gently to a saddle with a
Mexican trig
point on Blue
short climb to Cerro Botella Azul (Blue Bottle
Bottle Peak
Peak). From here, Diablo seems tantalisingly close,
but our route first descends 900m into a canyon,
where we camp before making a 1200m ascent the next day. The canyon
descent involves lots of scrambling, involving good granite, huge
boulders and the occasional tree trunk! Campo Noche is quite chilly. We
doze in our sleeping bags, emerge briefly before dark to filter water and
cook a meal, then sleep under the stars.
Monday we’re off at first light. More
blocky granite scrambling, up a couple of
canyons, with a few hardish scrambling
moves and some great scenery. We’re on
the tiny summit at about 0830, surrounded
by dazzling white rock against a desert
backdrop. We investigate the only-justlower South Peak, but it needs a bit more
time than we can spare – and maybe a
rope.
2S scrambling on Diablo

Reversing our scrambly route we’re back at camp, packed and away
again just before midday. That 900m re- ascent to Blue Bottle Pass
isn’t welcome... Howe ver, the views back to our peak are good
compensation, and the woodland trail is a nice gentle finish. We
rejoin our two friends just before dark, after a tough, scenic,
rewarding two days.
Next up, Volcán Las
Tres Vírgenes, a
notoriously prickly day
hike. We enjoy some
excellent desert scenery
along the quiet Mex 1
highway, and some
cheap tasty Mexican
food en route. We’re at
Campo Noche bivvy
the trailhead an hour before dark: enough
time to wander the road and consider how
extremely prickly and impenetrable the vegetation is around here!
To add to the interest, two rangers appear and explain that we need a
guide and a permit... We enjoy a superb desert sunset, cook a meal
then bed down in anticipation of a first-light pre-ranger start.

James, Duane and Laura at
Volcán Las Tres Vírgenes
summit

Just another Saguaro sunset

Wednesday, we emerge at dawn to do battle with an assortment
of cacti and thorny plants. The cholla family have a particularly
hiker-unfriendly means of propagation: brush against one and a
segment will hitch a ride in search of somewhere new to grow.
Once attached, they are difficult and painful to detach (design
fault?). Luckily we have work gloves and James has his machete!
After a couple of hours we gain the foot of the main cone, the
vegetation relents and we get onto a nice rocky ridge. The
scenery is superb, and despite some tough terrain the climb is
good, as is the summit. The terrain doesn’t make for a fast
descent and we’re resigned to a prickly bushwhack by head torch.
However, the combination of a nice scree run and a miraculously
cactus-free drainage channel (which we somehow missed on the
way up), means we’re out just in time to see our volcano turn red
with the setting sun, and by evening we’re on our way south
again.
Thursday, we make a brief lunch stop at the touristy Todos
Santos, then drive a dusty road to a hot trailhead, needing to get
to high camp ready to summit Sierra La Laguna the next day.
We’re just about to start hiking the dirt
road beyond the locked gate, when a
couple of vehicles arrive, telling us we
can drive in! 3km for us, a few pesos for
them – a good deal all round. 1430 in
Baja Sur is hot. A surprising feature along
the well-defined trail is the dense clouds
of butterflies taking flight ahead of us.

Cholla cactus disarmed

Gaudy shrubs add to the spectacle. A cool stream makes for a
welcome break, then a steep climb, at times passing through a
narrow hand-cut rock channel. The sun sets, we’re treated to a fine
cloud inversion, and the last hour of trail is hiked by head torch.
Stream water is filtered, dinner cooked, then it’s another starlit
bivvy.
Friday we cook our oatmeal and make the customary early start.
We soon reach a ranger hut (he speaks no English, we have no
permit) then a rancher’s hut (he speaks English, and sells permits).
We leave the latter arguing with a group of Mexican hikers who
don’t want to pay the ranch entry fee... Crossing a wide grassy wellwatered meadow (so different from the last two peaks), we follow
the trail as it leads up through nice flowery woodland to a rocky
summit. Conveniently there’s a disused lookout tower which we’re
able to climb for a view out over the extensive wooded Sierra. We
spy an apparent twin summit, which being conscientious
peakbaggers (and wanting to get one over on our friends who
apparently didn’t go there!), we bag it. Careful GPS measurements
suggest the scrambly summit outcrop is probably a touch lower
than the one with the lookout tower. Anyway we have both. On the
way back to camp, James discovers that prickly pear fruits are tasty
– and that eating the spines isn’t a good idea...

Back at camp we pack up, and head down at
midday for another hot afternoon hike. The
stream is particularly welcome, although sadly
the two beers we happened to notice the previous
day seem to have gone. The trailhead this Friday
pm is unexpectedly busy, with many vehicles, and
parties making their way up the trail. There’s
evidently an event on this weekend.
Our peaks done, we head for the beach, as James
has in mind some boogie boarding (body
boarding). I give it a try, but the surf isn’t very
beginner-friendly and I resolve to stick to the
peakbagging. A Pacific sunset and a nice Mexican
meal are an ideal way to round off our three peak
adventure. Next morning we make the short drive
to Cabo San Lucas. Duane has a timeshare here
and we enjoy a shower then set about using up his
friends’ leftover food for breakfast. Then I fly
home, making use of a 3-hour layover at Atlanta,
Georgia to hop onto a shuttle bus and bag the
wonderfully prosaic Clayton County Highpoint (a
grass verge next to a Convention centre!). I
should go back to Georgia sometime to complete
its County HPs ... but thereagain... Another trip to
Mexico wouldn’t go amiss though – with 13 of its
26 ultras still needing bagged.

Clive’s conundrums or “The Presidents mountain quiz”

You’ve mastered the great peaks of the world,
pushed your body beyond its limits, overcome
Mother Nature’s cruel challenges but do you really
think you can handle this?
Name the following British mountains and hills.
1)
A 2,900ft (880m) Northern Highlands mountain known
as Grey Castle (Caisteal Liath) to the Gaels; it is more
commonly known by its Viking name meaning Pillar Mountain.
2)
A 2,928ft (892m) mountain named after the deep
Cwm Y Gadair on its northern flank that supposedly made a
chair for a legendary Welsh giant.
3)
Had an 1893 proposal been implemented this Central
Highlands Munro would have a railway to its summit.
4)
It is the most northerly 3,000ft (914m) mountain in
England.
5)
This 1,057ft (322m) hill is known as the “Matterhorn
of Cleveland”
6)
This 3,142ft (1040m) summit is known as the
“Matterhorn of the Western Highlands”
7)
This 2,265ft (690m) summit is known as the
“Matterhorn of North Wales”
8)
It is the highest of the Three Peaks in the Yorkshire
Dales National Park.
9)
“There is nothing like it in all of Britain, for it consists
of a succession of little needles and pinnacles with lateral
ridges sticking out on either side and whose grotesque
appearance baffles description”
Which Norther
Highlands peak is Ben Humble describing in his 1946 book On
Scottish Hills?
10)
If you begin at Stool End, climb the Band to the dip on
the skyline just before the Three Tarns, then turn right to
reach the summit; which Lake District mountain will you have
climbed?

My first winter climb—Alastair Dann
So it happened, finally after two winter seasons, the
mountain gods relented and allowed me to make my first
adventure into the winter wonderland of nameless cwm.
I had been slowly procuring, sale searching and raiding my
dads gear for some time. Waiting like an excited puppy for
a combination of good conditions, a willing guide and a
work free weekend.
Over 2 winters the cold weather would come, the
excitement would rise, just for it to be crushed by a
change in the wind and mild welsh drizzle. By this point my
hopes and bank balance had taken a large hit and I was
sat with what my good lady calls the junk under the spare
room bed. Brand new boots, shiny axes and crampons
collecting a thin layer of dust.
Along came January and some snow. Once again hopes
began to rise as the temperature stayed down. A phone
call to my dad, and a guide was arranged. Calendars
cleared. My dad got in touch with Wellingborough club to
see if they would be so kind as to accommodate us on their
hut meet. Agreements were made. Game on.Thursday
night came around. I dusted off my shiny new toys and
carefully packed the sharp and deadly tools. Now what to
wear? I really wasn’t sure.
My experience of winter outdoors was cycling and skiing.
So I went with the logical conclusion, pack everything.
The next day after 8 hrs of bank balance recovery and
some meeting about someone else’s meeting I was on my
way. 3hrs of planet rock and an hour of good tunes (the

signal doesn’t reach wales) we arrived at the weekend
warrior mecca of Snowdonia and a friendly reception from
the WMC.
The next morning we set off to nameless cwm, parking in
Ogwen. Stepping out the car onto a mini ice rink, and
looking up into a sea of white peaks and a beautiful clear
sky. I kitted up
•

Aldi special Thermals

•

A thin berghaus fleece,

•

Paramo trousers and jacket

•

Dakine skiing gloves

First disaster, my dad left his thick socks at the hut. After
a few minutes it was decided he would put his feet on the
line and continue anyway. We set off taking a first few
steps towards the snowy peaks, before wack, the beautiful
view of mountains was replaced by a mouth full of gritty
ice and slight dazed confusion. The car park was
treacherous and the steps leading the path trodden my
climbers were a fearsome hurdle. Other parties had
already attached their spikes and in hind sight I wish I
had done the same.Progress was slow, the rocky slabs
with a thin layer of ice were lethal but I made it. The start
of the steeper slopes brought snow and confidence. The
speed increased as we reached the base of the cwm.
I looked around to see small lines of distant ants on
various cliff faces. Some looking incredibly difficult to
reach. I found myself asking the question of how the hell
did they get up there? It looked like we were late to the
party so I hastily attached my crampons and grasped my
axes.

The first few steps were weird. A similar feeling to walking
a freshly plowed field in wellies, when the mud sticks to
your boot. But the first thing I noticed was the level of
traction. It felt like I could walk a vertical wall without a
care in the world. The ants atop the scariest rock faces
became a homing beacon.
My dad and guide led me to the north face snow gully
climbers were using to return from the conquest for
another go.
Wack. Wack. Bosh. Bosh. The climbing begun. I quickly
ascended to the bottom of hidden gully. In the distance
two climbers had reached the crux and I felt inspired. The
guide gave me the nod and I set off. This was awesome. I
reached the icy crux and waited for my dad. He finally
reached me (he’s getting old now) and I looked above and
swung both axes into the ice. I kicked my points in and
transferred my weight. The
points held and my elation
exploded into a monster grin.
Two more steps and I was
over the crux. I found a safe
place and turned to watch my
dad come over the top.
We sat and ate lunch in the
beautiful sunshine, shades on,
in a content silence. I had
achieved my first winter climb
after two years of waiting.
Obviously I then took a
mandatory selfie and sent a
tweet.

Fontainebleau 2015
Yet again we took our yearly trip to Font – and this time we shared the
experience with some previous and current club members. The weather was
kind to us which meant we had lots of time out climbing – with rain time
allowing a required trip to Decathlon and
Carrefour.
So 2015 Fonters were
3 BK
Matt Andrews
Peter Lane
Tom Hyde
Alison Hyde
Andrew Hyde

The great thing about Font is that you can
go year after year and still find new parts
of the forest to explore as well as revisiting boulders you haven’t
explored for many years.
Fun was had watching people thrutch they way up, through and along
some hideous looking routes – each to their own………

whilst the remainder of us found much more pleasant routes
…. Come along and join us next year – 2nd May Bank

Holiday weekend – look forward to
seeing you there.

Bec
Time from a few words from Pete
and Tom …..
How to describe
Fontainebleau forest? On
this trip I noticed most the
sounds: The chug chug of my
diesel hire car, the swell of
competing song birds in the
canopy, cuckoo’s calls
cutting above everything
else. The hum of distant
traffic and the snarl of
playing motor bikes. In the
climbing places banter and
shouted encouragement,

PMQ ANSWERS
1. Suilven;
2. Cader Idris.
3. Ben Nevis.
4. Skiddaw.
5. Roseberry Topping.
6. Sgurr na Ciche.
7. Cnicht.
8. Whernside
9. Stac Pollaidh.
10. Bowfell.

Events Diary
Feb 20/21 - Hut meet, Gefnan, Snowdonia
March 5/6 - Scramble meet, lake district
TBC- Clive Osbourne
March 19/20 - St Patricks day meet,
Gefnan Snowdonia
April 16/17- Hut meet, Gefnan, Snowdonia
May 1st - Fontainebleau, France- Beccy
Bolton-Knight
May21/22- North Wales improvers meet,
Gefnan , Snowdonia
June 18/19- Hut meet, Gefnan, Snowdonia
July 16/17- North Wales improvers meet,
Gefnan , Snowdonia
Aug 20/21 -Presidents BBQ, Gefnan ,
Snowdonia

